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What is this paper about:

Following the issue of the “CCG Report: Our journey towards
a customer-centric business” we gave some early thought to
how best to capture and report to the CCG our ongoing
learnings from transactions and conversations with
customers and stakeholders.

The `engagement dashboard’ concept captures regular
updates across many of the activities outlined in the
document, and would provide a continual audit trail of the
customer and stakeholder insight that is influencing our 2020
to 2025 business plan and the strategic direction of our
business.
What is the context of this paper:
The CCG has challenged us to demonstrate and evidence
how we have arrived at some of our thinking as we begin
preparations for our next five year business plan. The CCG
wants to see the evidence of what we are continually
learning about our customers’ priorities from our day-today interactions with them; and from our engagement with
wider communities and stakeholders about their priorities
for water.
What is the relevance of this paper: The dashboard is a key element of how we will provide an
ongoing audit of how we arrive at the decisions we make
operationally, and as we develop our current and future
strategic plans.
Action needed from the CCG:
We would welcome the views of the ESG/CCG on:
 the construct of the engagement dashboard - see
initial concept on following pages - which is based
around the themes of transactions, conversations
and sentiment
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whether the group considers we have captured all
the relevant activities
whether the group this provides an appropriate
mechanism by which to capture the findings from
ongoing engagement.

Based on the feedback received we can then further develop
the dashboard so it can be used to update future CCG
meetings.
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